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Welcome to rest, the Canberra
Symphony Orchestra magazine.

/ a beat, a coffee break or a cat nap
/ wide open space
/ to unwind or unhurry

Classical music is a living, breathing
art form, just as potent and expressive
today as in centuries past. We invite
you to hear and see differently, to
engage with diverse voices and to
wrestle with the complexity and
beauty of life – through music.
This edition includes
concert programs for:
Australian Series:
Collective Memory (28 Jul)
Australian Series:
Hearing the Land (1 Sep)
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The Canberra Symphony Orchestra (CSO) acknowledges the
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and this magazine is published, the Ngunnawal people. We pay our
respects to their Elders past, present and emerging.

Llewellyn Three:
War and Peace (14/15 Sep)
To help us conserve resources, we
encourage you to keep this copy and
bring it along to each performance.
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WELCOME

Welcome to rest 07
Isn’t it marvellous to enjoy
live music together again?

Your orchestra has hit the ground
running in 2022. If you’ve joined us
in the concert hall this year, I hope
you’ve experienced music that
delighted you, warmed your heart
or opened up a new perspective –
perhaps all of the above!
If you’re new to the CSO,
I encourage you to get along to
one (or both) of our upcoming
Australian Series concerts,
in the spacious atrium of the
National Museum of Australia.
These shorter, ever fascinating
programs showcase our players
in small ensembles, performing
a rich selection of evocative
Australian works.
The next instalment, titled
Collective Memory (28 July),
explores the immense footprint
of culture: how we know and
relate to the people around us
and the landscapes we inhabit.
This program, full of personal
narratives and compelling
collective histories, culminates
in a new CSO commission for
Rhyan Clapham, a brilliant young
Filipino and Aboriginal musician,
DJ and academic.

We immerse ourselves deeper in
the natural world with Hearing the
Land (1 September). I’m thrilled
and honoured to continue our
association with eminent composer
Deborah Cheetham AO, who has
written a poignant and insightful
new work for string quartet and
voice, a world premiere supported
by the Museum.
We also have a powerful program
coming up on the Llewellyn
Hall mainstage: War and Peace,
featuring monumental works by
Beethoven and Richard Strauss.
I'm pleased to welcome guest
conductor Sam Weller, making his
CSO debut, and returning guest
pianist Kristian Chong, who gave
a triumphant performance of
Rachmaninoff's Paganini Variations
with the CSO in 2016.
This edition also includes a first
look at our 2023 season — keep an
eye out for subscriptions which go
on sale in August.
Yours in music,
Jessica Cottis
Chief Conductor and Artistic Director
Image: Kaupo Kikkas

Our Advisory Services
team identifies problems
before they arise
Find out how we can help your business stay
on track in a challenging world
advisoryservice@aspenmedical.com
+61 2 6203 9500

possible

Partnered with national institutions
and leaders in musical tuition, The
Music Academy at Canberra Girls
Grammar School delivers innovative,
high-quality musical experiences for
students of all ages and abilities.

CRICOS provider no. 01294F

To the young
anything is

Find out more at cggs.act.edu.au

T: 02 6202 6420
E: admissions@cggs.act.edu.au
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NEWS

Coming up
REDISCOVERING MUSIC

CSO 2023: CHROMA

Curated and presented by
audiologist and CSO bassoonist
Kristen Sutcliffe, Rediscovering Music
guides participants in active listening
practice and provides a supportive
community for rehabilitation.

Subscriptions go on sale in August
for CSO 2023: CHROMA, a season
of kaleidoscopic orchestral colour
inspired by visual art, landscape
and philosophy.
Take a look at some of the season
highlights on pp. 20–21!

CHAMBER CLASSICS:
NIGHT MUSIC
2pm, Sunday 25 September
Albert Hall, Yarralumla

Kristen Sutcliffe, Bassoon
Image: Martin Ollman

Each free session explores the
range and timbre of a particular
instrument, with a focus on learning
to enjoy music with hearing aids and
Cochlear implants.

DISCOVERING THE CELLO
2pm / 5.30pm, Tuesday
20 September
Register now via cso.org.au/events
or call CSO Direct on 02 6262 6772
(weekdays 10am – 3pm).
Supported by Better Hearing Australia
Canberra and the ACT Government

The CSO Chamber Ensemble
presents French composer Lili
Boulanger’s contrasting Nocturne
and Cortège for violin and piano,
alongside Schubert’s profound yet
delightfully light-hearted Trio in
E-flat. Limited tickets available!
Book online via cso.org.au/events
or call CSO Direct on 02 6262 6772
(weekdays 10am – 3pm).

LLEWELLYN FOUR:
INFINITE POSSIBILITIES
7.30pm, Wednesday 23 /
Thursday 24 November
Llewellyn Hall, ANU School of Music
Jessica Cottis conducts Stravinsky’s
inventive Petrushka and Sibelius’
D minor violin concerto, featuring
Markiyan Melnychenko. The CSO
also presents a new commission
from film composer Leah Curtis.

Jessica Cottis
Image: Kaupo Kikkas

CSO FUNDRAISING GALA:
ALL THAT GLITTERS
Friday 25 November
National Gallery of Australia
Join Jessica Cottis and musicians of
the CSO for a glittering night of fine food,
music and connection. Support your
orchestra and take home incredible
prizes and money-can’t-buy experiences.
Save the date, on sale soon!

Leah Curtis
Image: Stephanie Neal

Editor’s note
Sometimes new music gets
a tough rap.
The odds are stacked against
contemporary classical composers:
funding for new commissions is
extremely limited and many new
works are never established through
repeat performances.
And yet, new music infuses
our centuries-old art form with
contemporary perspectives.
This issue of rest spotlights our
Australian Series, exploring history,
power and our often-fraught
relationship with the natural world.
Dive deeper on pp. 10–13, where
local poet Andrew Cox interviews
rapper / drummer / composer
Rhyan Clapham a.k.a. DOBBY.

New music also unlocks exciting
opportunities for collaboration.
Turn the page for a peek at our
upcoming collab with choreographer
Melanie Lane and composer
Christopher Clark.

section to find artist profiles and
listening notes:
•

Australian Series:
Collective Memory (pp. 22–35)
28 July, National Museum
of Australia

I’d like to thank Zoe Knighton,
Deborah Cheetham AO and the
Australian Music Centre for allowing
us to republish the article titled
‘Truth in Music’ (pp. 30–31). This
beautifully sincere piece provides
insight into the process of bringing
new music to life and its power to
shape our perspective.

•

Australian Series:
Hearing the Land (pp. 36–45)
1 September, National Museum
of Australia

•

Llewellyn Three:
War and Peace (pp. 46–60)
14 / 15 September, Llewellyn Hall

If you’ve picked up rest at a CSO
performance, you can jump straight
to the corresponding concert

What do you want to read in rest?
Your input is always welcome via
communications@cso.org.au
Jacqui Douglas
Editor

Timing is everything ...
Let OPF conduct your marketing

Digital Marketing
Strategic Communications
Business Advisory
opfconsulting.com.au

Proud marketing partner of the
Canberra Symphony Orchestra
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LOCAL

Mountain
MUSIC AND DANCE
0

In 2022, choreographer Melanie Lane joins forces
with five dancers, UK composer Christopher
Clark and artists from the Canberra Symphony
Orchestra (CSO) to develop MOUNTAIN—part
music concert and part dance performance—
in residency at Canberra Theatre Centre.

MOUNTAIN will
explore terrains of peril,
beauty and the symbolic
representations of the
Mountain throughout
history; constancy,
permanence and stillness.
Inspired by the human desire to climb
and conquer nature's immovable
peaks, MOUNTAIN will echo our
challenged attempts to reach beyond
physical limits to transcend and
transform our daily lives. The project
will include the development of an
original score with strings, piano
and electronics in collaboration with
CSO artists.
MOUNTAIN is an ambitious
contribution to Canberra's ecology
of performing arts, harnessing the
timeless relationship of music and
dance by rigorously interrogating

both forms through contemporary
performance making, in order to
create a new experience for both
artists and audience.
The musical collaboration will be the
first between electronic composer
Clark and the CSO. This sonic
exploration will give voice to both
acoustic and synthetic instruments
that will push the musical landscape to
reflect a collision between the natural
world and techno-humanity.
0
Clark recently performed his
compositions with The London
Contemporary Orchestra at the
Barbican in London. He has
composed for both film and television,
recently scoring the Steven King
television series Lisey's Story starring
Julianne Moore and Clive Owens.
He has produced over 10 studio
albums with Warp Records and his
most recent album Playground in a
Lake with Deutsche Grammophon.

Recently returned to Canberra, Lane
has choreographed works for Sydney
Dance Company, West Australian
Ballet, Australasian Dance Collective,
Dance North and Chunky Move
among others.
As well as producing her independent
work both in Australia and abroad,
Lane has choreographed for The
English National Opera, Burgtheater
and Schauspiel Leipzig.
To stay in the loop, follow Melanie
Lane on Instagram @melahhnee

Melanie Lane

Christopher Clark

Images (from left): David Kelly, Barbara Dietl,
Alma Haser
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LOCAL

0

Meet the
orchestra
0

BEN HOADLEY, CSO PRINCIPAL BASSOON
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Ben Hoadley performs across Australia and his home
country of New Zealand, specialising in historical
instruments. He’s also a dedicated teacher and an avid
composer. Outside of music, Ben is a self-professed
dendrophile and general plant enthusiast.

How did you come to be a musician?
I grew up in a family where classical
music was always being played, and
there were instruments in the house
that I gravitated towards very early
on. As soon as I discovered it was
possible to pursue music as a career,
there was no question at all that it was
what I wanted to do!
I am absolutely thrilled to have
joined the CSO this year as Principal
Bassoon. Canberra was the first
place in Australia I ever visited and
I’ve travelled here many times since,
including four seasons playing in the
Canberra International Music Festival.
I love Llewellyn Hall and I’m delighted
with the level of the orchestra and the
friendly welcome I’ve received.
0
What are you doing when you’re
not on stage with the CSO?
I freelance throughout Australia
and New Zealand, often playing on
historical instruments. Teaching has
been a big part of my life; I taught at
the University of Auckland School
of Music for 15 years and I’m now
teaching at the Australian National
University’s School of Music. I also try
to compose every day.

What’s one of your favourite places
in Canberra?

What advice would you give a
younger version of yourself?

I think I could visit the National Gallery
of Australia every day and always
notice something new! Walking along
the lake and sitting in the sculpture
garden inspires my compositions. And
I always go into the Turrell Skyspace!

Live in the moment and don’t worry
too much about the future. It’s
important to work hard and plan, but
have faith that things will work out as
they should and enjoy the journey.

0
What’s something you love that
has nothing to do with music?
I’m a dendrophile (one who loves
trees) and general plant enthusiast.
Colleagues are used to me searching
out local big trees, and my excitement
that goes with that, whenever we go
on tour. I’ve also studied traditional
Māori medicine.
0
Sweet or savoury?
Both! I love combining the two –
salted caramel is a favourite flavour
and lately I’ve been overdosing on
Thai-style fruit salad with salt and chilli,
which is incredible.
0

Ben’s top picks on the
CSO’s 2022 season:
“It’s hard to single something
out from such a diverse and
impressive line up, but I am
particularly looking forward to
the Beethoven Eroica Symphony.
It’s magnificent and has some
of the most exquisite woodwind
writing which I’m excited to
be playing with such fine
colleagues.”
Llewellyn Three: War and Peace
14/15 September 2022,
Llewellyn Hall
Concert details on pp. 46–60.
Image: Milena Parobczy

If you could choose a superpower,
what would it be?
I work in many different places,
often on a tight schedule – definitely
instant teleportation!
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INTERVIEW
WRITTEN BY
ANDREW COX

Shaking
cages
0

RHYAN CLAPHAM A.K.A. DOBBY,
FEATURED COMPOSER

A proud Murrawarri and Filipino
rapper, drummer and composer,
Rhyan Clapham isn’t afraid
to push creative boundaries and
draw together diverse influences,
from classical to hip hop.
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In this conversation,
Canberra-based slam poet
Andrew Cox explores the
power of spoken word and
Clapham’s forthcoming
CSO commission.
I first saw Rhyan Clapham (DOBBY)
perform at the Bankstown Poetry
Slam, the largest regular slam in
Australia. Artists come with big
energy and emotion-fuelled poetry,
often in response to political, social
and cultural issues. It’s a safe space
that celebrates all stories; Rhyan and
I both shared work informed by our
experiences as people of colour.

0

“You have to connect
your stories, record
your Elders.”

From that first encounter, it was clear
he was a skilled artist, with a razorsharp focus to his storytelling and
strong messages he needed people
to hear. We reconnected in Canberra,
where he will soon premiere his new
work, MEMORY HISTORY POWER,
alongside musicians of the CSO
Chamber Ensemble.
0
A rapper, drummer and composer,
Rhyan’s work is deeply personal and
rooted in his own identity, story and
history. ‘You have to connect your
stories,’ he tells his audience, ‘record
your Elders. It doesn’t matter who
we are, we all have ancestors—if we

can all connect to those histories and
identities, we can all come together,
work together in truthful and
meaningful ways.’
‘But that can’t happen unless we love
and forgive ourselves.’
The more I grow as an artist, the
more I know this to be true. Going
deeper into my identity as a FilipinoAustralian artist and my story means
I have a more honest space to write
and create from. In turn, that allows
me to connect with my audiences
in a more valuable way—strangers
become almost friends, and we all
feel a little less alone in the journey.

Slam poetry thrives at the local
level, where a supportive creative
community creates space for
organic and honest storytelling. In
the growing slam and spoken word
scene, a new kind of literature is
emerging, not constrained by the
traditional parameters of poetry.
0
There’s nothing that has quite
the immediacy and the almost
instantaneous impact of rap
and slam poetry. Maybe it’s the
ancient nature of spoken word that
resonates with us on a deep level.

Images: Luke Currie-Richardson
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INTERVIEW

“Reckon with your history.
Figure out why you are here
and what you can do.”

Maybe it’s the intricate marriage
of intellect and artistry that drives
a visceral live performance.
0

“History is written by
those in power”
And yet, there are outsider voices
that would paint hip hop, one of
slam poetry’s greatest influences,
as ‘uncivilised’— an art form
historically led by people of colour.
There’s a kind of colonialism in the
class divisions between art forms, a
narrative Rhyan is keen to challenge.
‘What is considered traditional or
non-traditional?’ he asks, ‘Who gets to
dictate what’s defined as ‘elite’ music?’

/12

‘It’s my duty to question those kinds
of thoughts.’
Rhyan has a great appreciation
for classical music, and he deeply
values the opportunity to write with
the accompaniment of orchestral
instruments. ‘I want to see more
crossover,’ he says, insisting rap is
just as powerful as classical music
and ‘even more direct’ in its ability
to carry a message. ‘The potential
of what music can do is that you can
really dig into a feeling and purpose.’
Rhyan’s not alone. ‘There are
plenty of artists like myself who are
changing the narrative—redefining
what music can do, what it’s always
been able to do, and who it is for.’
0

This sentiment animates Rhyan’s
new commission for the Canberra
Symphony Orchestra’s Chamber
Ensemble, to be premiered on
28 July at the National Museum of
Australia. Fresh from VIVID Sydney,
Rhyan will make something truly
special alongside musicians of the
CSO in a radical fusion of classical
and hip hop.
‘History is written by those in power,’
he says, ‘and that informs our
collective Australian memory—but
that’s not necessarily the truth.’
‘With this work, we are attempting to
bring together and question the ideas
of history, power and memory. I want
to bring forward an understanding,
ultimately, of what is truth, and who
can tell truth.’

For some, rap is easier to tokenize
than understand. Yet, when we look
back to moments where the world
changed, we always find poetry,
stories, speaking and sharing.
Honest art like this is revolutionary
in nature, and Rhyan’s not afraid to
shake some cages.
‘I want the penny to drop for
everyone in the room…I want it to
slap some people in the face.’
Rhyan is a part of a movement
that’s seeing hip hop reach new
heights. We finish our conversation
dreaming about its potential to reach
governments, inform policy and
impact local and wider communities.
His words will stay with me: ‘Reckon
with your history. Figure out why you
are here and what you can do.’
Andrew Cox

ANDREW COX
FILIPINO/AUSTRALIAN
POET
Andrew Cox is a proud Filipino/
Australian who creates and lives
on Ngunnawal and Ngambri
country (Canberra). With a desire
to see people experience poetry
and engage deeply, his live
performances are memorable for
intensity, honesty and abstract
storytelling.

Recognised as an emerging voice
in Australian poetry, Andrew’s work
has been shortlisted for national
writing prizes—notably, Innovation
in Spoken Word—and published
in multiple anthologies. Andrew
produces and leads Canberra Poetry
Slam, the capital’s new and exciting
home for stories and spoken word.
andrewcoxpoetry.com.au
@andrewcoxpoetry
@canberraslam

DOBBY joins the CSO Chamber
Ensemble to premiere MEMORY
HISTORY POWER.
Australian Series:
Collective Memory
28 July 2022, National Museum
of Australia
Concert details on pp. 22–35

t

The Best Chair, Now Made Better

Aeron ONYX

by Herman Miller
Now made with ocean-bound plastic.
Same design.
Same comfort.
Now more sustainable.

Home - Office - Outdoor
Showroom Cnr Monaro Hwy & Sheppard St Hume ACT

Mon-Fri 9am-5pm

Sat 10am-4pm

6290 4900

www.designcraft.net.au
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PARTNER FEATURE

The National
Museum of Australia
premieres the world’s
first multi-sensory
Indigenous art
experience in Canberra
NATIONAL MUSEUM
OF AUSTRALIA

From Grande Experiences, creators and producers
of Van Gogh Alive, the most-visited multi-sensory
exhibition in the world, comes the world premiere of a
new art experience celebrating the spirit of Indigenous
Australia which opens in Canberra in June.
Connection: Songlines from Australia’s First Peoples in a spectacular immersive
experience explores the spiritual connections to land, water and sky through a
vibrant and multi-sensory symphony of sound, light and colour. State-of-the-art
technology is used to create an immersive exhibition space, enveloping visitors
in large-scale projections and cinematic surround sound.
Featuring the work of some of Australia’s most prominent artists such as
Emily Kame Kngwarreye, Albert Namatjira, Tommy Watson, Judy Napangardi
Watson and Gloria Petyarre, Connection will blend art and sound with more
than 300 images from some 100 artists projected in a dance of colour and light
over a specially created exhibition space.

/14

“…a vibrant and multi-sensory symphony of sound, light and colour.”

Developed in partnership with
the National Museum of Australia,
the artistic line-up represents the
wonderful diversity of Australia’s First
Nations Peoples, showcasing work
from traditional and contemporary
artists across the country, and
features a magnificent soundtrack
of Indigenous musicians including
William Barton, Yothu Yindi,
Gurrumul, Emily Wurramara and
Archie Roach.
Margo Ngawa Neale, National
Museum lead Indigenous curator
and guest curator on Connection,
said, ‘The Museum is known for

exploring and sharing First Peoples’
stories globally, for increasing
accessibility and for bringing our
stories alive. There can be no better
way to bring our songlines' stories
alive than through the awe-inspiring
use of sound and light animations
of Connection.’
Bruce Peterson, Executive Chairman
and Founder of Grande Experiences,
said, ‘Visitors will enjoy the unique
opportunity to submerge themselves
in the art, history, spirit and vibrancy
of Australia’s First Nations culture.
We could not be more excited
and prouder to be partnering with

the esteemed National Museum
of Australia to bring an exclusive
experience of this kind to the
nation’s capital.’
Connection: Songlines
from Australia's First
Peoples in a spectacular
immersive experience
Open until 9 October 2022
Book online at nma.gov.au/
whats-on/connection
The National Museum of Australia
is a CSO Cultural Partner
www.nma.gov.au
Image: Grande Experiences

Songlines from Australia’s First Peoples
in a spectacular immersive experience

ON SHOW
8 June — 9 October 2022
National Museum of Australia
BOOK NOW nma.gov.au/connection
The creation of Connection is supported through the
Restart Investment to Sustain and Expand (RISE) Fund,
an Australian Government initiative.

Created & Produced by

FROM
FR
OM THE CREAT
CREATORS
ORS OF

VAN GOGH ALIVE
Curatorial Partner

Hotel Partner

Accommodation Partner

Media Partner
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INTERVIEW

Kristian
Chong
PIANO
0

Acclaimed Australian pianist
Kristian Chong shares insights
into his musical journey ahead
of his return to the Llewellyn
Hall mainstage.

You completed a law degree
before committing to a career
in professional performance.
What inspired this pivot and what
was it like to return to music in
your twenties?
It was quite an odd experience –
I was driving to university and
struggling to find something I wanted
to listen to on the radio. I flicked
through the channels, accidently
found ABC Classic and listened to
something which I had played in the
past: Beethoven’s Emperor Concerto.
I suddenly appreciated the beauty
of the second movement and felt so
moved that I sought out a recording.
I played it in the car two and a
half times before every university
examination to calm my mind, and
this inspired me to start playing again.
I dropped in on my old teacher,
Noreen Stokes, and she suggested
I play Prokofiev’s Third Piano
Concerto – which I did, in a
competition. Whilst rehearsing
at the Elder Conservatorium, a
bunch of students entered. I hadn’t
noticed and, when I finished,
they broke into applause. I was
immediately hooked.
I enrolled in a Bachelor of Music
shortly afterwards; I finished off my
law degree because I was almost all
the way through, but did it in such
a way that I could never practise
law by leaving out a prerequisite
subject. It was so refreshing to return
to study inspired and driven. Whilst
I was a little older than my fellow
students, I had more confidence
and experience, and as a result
more focus.

I studied initially with Stefan Ammer –
one of the most complete musicians
I have ever come across – before
moving to Melbourne to study with
Stephen McIntyre. I worked extremely
hard and was lucky to win a couple of
major competitions which provided
opportunities with professional
orchestras and organisations such as
Musica Viva. I really was all in at that
point, and went off to study at the
Royal Academy of Music in London
with Piers Lane and Christopher
Elton, both fabulous musicians.
During and after my studies, I have
been fortunate enough to be
engaged by major organisations in
Australia and to have maintained a
busy playing schedule: concerti, solo
recitals and much chamber music, as
well as teaching at the University of
Melbourne.
0
Music has taken you all over the
world. How have you navigated
the challenges of the pandemic?
Are there any particular insights
you’ve gained?
The pandemic has made every
musician appreciate the industry and
the privileges that are associated with
performing. We are so lucky to be
able to do what we love, and when
that was taken away it produced
some significant challenges.
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INTERVIEW

For me, it was a welcome break from
the constant preparation of concerts,
which can make one very run down
and tired. There is never enough time
to prepare, and someone like myself
always takes on too much!
At the same time, there was the
constant worry about whether
things would return in the same
manner, which has major financial
implications.
I was lucky enough to be asked to
play for the Australian Digital Concert
Hall; in 2020 I performed over 10
recitals for them, and a few in 2021 as
well. My teaching activities increased;
whilst online, it was a way to survive
and keep engaged.

0

“This concerto has a
unique harmonic
palette…the opening
movement is lively and
quite explosive, whilst
the second movement
has a beautiful sense
of warmth and
sincerity.”

/18

A particular challenge was not being
able to practice where I normally
work. Luckily Yamaha stepped in to
rescue me with the loan of a hybrid
piano – with a real piano action but
no strings – so I could practice in my
apartment and not annoy my many
neighbours! (I am a Yamaha artist.)

How do you prepare yourself in the
hours leading up to a performance?

I think I will never take anything for
granted from this experience!

It is important to be accustomed to
the instrument you are performing
on. At times access is limited
if it is a major concert hall, so I
normally spend some time with the
performance piano on the day.

0
Malcolm Williamson described
his Second Piano Concerto as ‘an
overtly Australian work aiming at
spontaneity and vigour’. How would
you describe its character? What
should audiences listen out for?
This concerto has a unique harmonic
palette: it is quite active and quirky,
with much interjection between
the orchestra and piano. The
opening movement is lively and
quite explosive, whilst the second
movement has a beautiful sense of
warmth and sincerity in the textures
and melodic lines.
The last movement has some
jazz influence in the harmonic
progressions, more sarcastic at
times than serious! I think it requires
an extroverted personality, which I
definitely have!
0

I like to relax during the day and save
my energy for the performances,
but one also needs to play and
make sure that the work is secure.
Sometimes I practice right through
the day and then play.

0
Have you spent much time in
Canberra? Any favourite places?
I’ve performed in Canberra often
and have visited socially as well.
This is my third performance with
the Canberra Symphony; I played
Rachmaninoff’s Paganini Rhapsody in
2016 and Beethoven’s Second Piano
Concerto in 2009.
In terms of favourite places, I love
the National Gallery if I have some
time, and Canberra has some new,
funky wine bars which I love to relax
in! The Ovolo Nishi hotel is one of my
favourite hotels.
Image (previous page): John Tsiavis

Kristian Chong joins the CSO
onstage for Malcolm Williamson's
Second Piano Concerto.
Llewellyn Three: War and Peace
14/15 September 2022,
Llewellyn Hall
Concert details on pp. 46–60
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Kaleidoscopic orchestral
colour inspired by visual art,
landscape and philosophy.
For me, colour is given sound by
music. ‘Chroma’ is defined as the
intensity or saturation of a colour;
these programs are my musings
on the vitality of the world we see
and feel around us.
My starting point was the
collection of poetic essays under
the same title, by British filmmaker
and polymath Derek Jarman. In
Chroma, Jarman shifts masterfully
and mercurially from the ancient
to the contemporary, drawing on
the work of great colour theorists
and interweaving deeply personal
reflections on the essence of life.
Our 2023 season follows a
similarly kaleidoscopic path,
centring on composers with a
close connection and a special
affinity with colour—from the
vivid orchestrations of synesthete
Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov to the
lyrical, lushly sweeping writing
of Alexander Scriabin. Like
many great works of visual art,
these programs are shaped by
the colours and contours of the
natural world, from the deepest
greens of Sibelius’ northern
forests to the dizzying vastness of
red desert on our own continent.
We look forward to sharing these
inspiring, vibrant and vividly
colourful works with you all.
Jessica Cottis
Chief Conductor &
Artistic Director
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BEETHOVEN
TCHAIKOVSKY
CREATURES OF PROMETHEUS

SYMPHONY NO. 1 ‘WINTER DREAMS’

STRAUSS
FOUR LAST SONGS

RIMSKY-KORSAKOV
SIBELIUS
SHEHERAZADE

SYMPHONY NO. 7

SUBSCRIPTIONS ON
SALE IN AUGUST 2022
FOLLOW THE CANBERRA
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
ON FACEBOOK AND
SUBSCRIBE FOR UPDATES
AT CSO.ORG.AU/NEWS
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Australian Series
0

28 JULY 2022

“What is truth? Who can tell it?
And ultimately, how does truth
form tradition?”
RHYAN CLAPHAM (HISTORY MEMORY POWER)
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AUSTRALIAN SERIES:
COLLECTIVE MEMORY

6.30pm, Thursday 28 July
National Museum of Australia
0
Rhyan Clapham a.k.a. DOBBY
CSO Chamber Ensemble
Doreen Cumming
Violin
Pip Thompson
Violin
Lucy Carrigy-Ryan
Viola
Sponsored by OPF Consulting
Freyja Meany
Viola
Patrick Suthers
Cello
Kiri Sollis
Flute
Alan Vivian
Clarinet
Edward Neeman
Piano
The Piano Chair is supported by
the Eldon and Anne Foote Trust,
a charitable fund account of Lord
Mayor’s Charitable Foundation

This program draws inspiration
from the footprint of culture: how
we know and relate to the people
around us and the landscapes
we inhabit. For thousands of
years, these relationships have
been shaped by stories, personal
narratives and collective histories.
Every story is the beginning of a
conversation and an opportunity
to deepen our understanding of
ourselves and others.
The linguistic traditions of these
lands have always been oral;
text is but a recent technology,
while spoken languages have, for
generations, been inextricably
intertwined with memory. In three
distinct movements, Harry Sdraulig’s
Speak explores the external and
introspective domains of language.
Composed for solo viola, Yitzhak
Yedid's Lament, In Memoriam of
Ora Boasson-Horev is written in
remembrance of a dear friend.

Deborah Cheetham’s Bungaree
invites us to a deeper understanding
of our shared history. The piece
was originally commissioned for
the Flinders Quartet, named for
European explorer Matthew Flinders;
Cheetham’s piece is named for
Bungaree of the Kuringgai nation,
who played a vital yet widely
unrecognised role in Flinders’
voyages. Rhyan Clapham a.k.a.
DOBBY further explores the complex
relationship between memory, history
and power in a new work.
For Brenda Gifford, music and culture
are one. Part of Gifford’s larger
Gambambarawaraga cycle, Bardju
(Footprints) explores individual
and collective footprints, including
the composer’s own journey as a
Yuin woman and her connection
to country. Gifford says the work
also represents ‘the need to tread
lightly on the earth and treat her
with respect.’
Image (previous page): Luke Currie-Richardson

0
HARRY SDRAULIG
Speak (2018) 16’
BRENDA GIFFORD
arr. Jessica Wells
Bardju / Footprints (2017) 2’
DEBORAH CHEETHAM AO
Bungaree (2020) 2’
YITZHAK YEDID
Lament, In Memoriam of Ora
Boasson-Horev (2017) 3’

The concert will be followed by after-hours access
to the Great Southern Land exhibition, courtesy of
the National Museum of Australia.

RHYAN CLAPHAM
HISTORY MEMORY POWER (2022) 5’

New CSO commission

CULTURAL PARTNER

Harry Sdraulig is a prolific Sydneybased composer and educator.
His work may be described as
contemporary art music, drawing
upon and extending the Western
classical tradition in new ways.

HARRY SDRAULIG
AUSTRALIAN COMPOSER

Harry has collaborated with many
renowned organisations and artists
including Yo-Yo Ma and Kathryn Stott;
the Sydney, Melbourne, Queensland,
Tasmanian, Canberra and Zelman
symphony orchestras; Musica Viva
Australia; the Australian National
Academy of Music; the Goldner,
Orava and Australian String quartets;
Australia Ensemble; Streeton Trio;
Ensemble Q; PLEXUS; Syzygy
Ensemble; Hourglass Ensemble;
Ensemble Three; and the University
of Melbourne Orchestra.

A bit like Vivaldi, Pialligo Estate
celebrates all four seasons.

In recent years, Harry has
achieved wider industry
recognition as a recipient of various
awards and scholarships including
the Adolph Spivakovsky Award,
Glen Johnston Composition Award,
Frank Albert Prize for Music,
2020 Fine Music Stefan Kruger
Scholarship, 2019–20 Layton
Emerging Composer Fellowship,
2020 Arcadia Winds Composition
Prize, Australian Postgraduate Award,
and the 2019 Albert Scholarship. His
piccolo concerto for Lloyd Hudson
and the Tasmanian Symphony
Orchestra, Icarus, was a finalist in the
Work of the Year: Large Ensemble
category of the 2020 APRA AMCOS
Art Music Awards.
www.harrysdraulig.com
@harrysdraulig

A bit like Vivaldi, Pialligo Estate
celebrates all four seasons.

THEPIALLIGOESTATE.COM.AU

Winter menu out now.
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Sdraulig
Harry Sdraulig
(b. 1992)
Speak
Dialogue
Recollection
Inner Speak

The original two-movement
version of this piece, Speak, was
commissioned for and premiered
by Ensemble Q in November 2018.
An additional movement, placed
between the existing movements
as a new second movement, was
commissioned and workshopped by
the Australia Ensemble as part of the
2019–20 Layton Emerging Composer
Fellowship. The work is scored for
flute (doubling piccolo), clarinet,
violin, cello and piano.
0

0

“… each movement
describes a
different domain
of language and
communication.”
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Speak is cast in three distinct
movements. Conceptually,
each movement describes a
different domain of language and
communication.

The first, entitled Dialogue, considers
the nature of external exchanges
between beings, encompassing
multiple threads of conversation and
intricate interactions.
The second, entitled Recollection,
explores the transient and often
revisionary nature of recalled
thoughts and conversations, with
subtle variations within fixated
repetitions.
The third, entitled Inner Speak, is also
introspective in character, but reflects
patterns of a more holistic internal
monologue through interweaving
lines and subtle changes in feeling.
© Harry Sdraulig

BRENDA GIFFORD
YUIN COMPOSER
Brenda Gifford is a contemporary
classical composer and a Yuin woman.
A First Nations woman, her culture is
the basis of her arts practice. Brenda
works collaboratively, with an interest
in using the medium of music to
express her culture.
Brenda is the 2022 Peggy GlanvilleHicks Resident and the 2022
First Nations Artist in Residence
with the Australian Art Orchestra.
In 2021, the Australian Art Orchestra
premiered her composition Djiribawal
(Four) at the Canberra International
Music Festival; her work Return
was performed at the Canberra
International Music Festival in 2022
as part of The Bundian Way concert.

Company, Sydney Living Museums,
Canberra International Music Festival
and One Day in January.
In addition to composing, Brenda is a
saxophonist. She has performed with
Bart Willoughby, Kevin Hunt, the Black
Arm Band, Mixed Relations and other
artists and ensembles.

Brenda is a member of the Women
in Composition Program at the
University of Sydney Conservatorium
of Music undertaking a master’s in
composition. Her music is available
via ABC Classic.
@ gifford1707
Image: Marissa McDowell

In 2020, Brenda was Ensemble
Offspring’s inaugural First Nations
Composer in Residence. She is
currently working on a piece for
the Sydney Symphony Orchestra;
other notable commissions include
Four Winds Festival, Sydney Dance

Gifford
Brenda Gifford
(b. 1968)
Bardju/Footprints
arr. Jessica Wells

Bardju is about the footsteps we each
take, and to tell us that we need to
tread lightly on Mother Earth and take
care of her.
© Brenda Gifford
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Deborah
Cheetham AO
(b. 1964)
Bungaree

Bungaree, or Boongaree,
(1775 – 24 November 1830)
was an Aboriginal Australian
from the Kuringgai people
of the Broken Bay area
north of Sydney, who was
known as an explorer,
entertainer, and Aboriginal
community leader.
He is also significant in that he was
the first person to be recorded in
print as an Australian and was the
first Australian to circumnavigate
the continent.
Having moved to the growing
settlement of Sydney in the 1790s,
Bungaree established himself as
a well-known identity, as one able
to move between his own people
and the newcomers. He joined the
crew of HMS Reliance on a trip to
Norfolk Island in 1798, during which
he impressed the then midshipman
Matthew Flinders.
In 1798 he accompanied Flinders on
the sloop Norfolk on a coastal survey
as an interpreter, guide and negotiator
with local Indigenous groups. Despite
the lack of a common language, the
Indigenous people persistently sought
Bungaree out to speak to instead
of Flinders.
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Cheetham

Bungaree’s mediation skills were
greatly appreciated by the Europeans
with whom he shared the ship.
He was recruited by Flinders on his
circumnavigation of Australia between
1801 and 1803 in Investigator. Flinders
was the cartographer of the first
complete map of Australia, filling in
the gaps from previous cartographic
expeditions, and was the most
prominent advocate for naming
the continent ‘Australia’. Flinders
noted that Bungaree was ‘a worthy
and brave fellow’ who, on multiple
occasions, saved the expedition.
Bungaree was the only Aboriginal man
on the ship – and as such, played a
vital diplomatic role as they made their
way around the coast, overcoming
not inconsiderable language barriers
in places. According to historian Keith
Vincent, Bungaree chose the role as
a go-between, and was often able
to mollify Indigenous people who
were about to attack the sailors, by
taking off his clothes and speaking
to people, despite being in territory
unknown to himself. Flinders later
wrote in his memoirs of Bungaree’s
‘good disposition and open and manly
conduct’ and his kindness to the
ship's cat, Trim.

In 1815, Governor Lachlan Macquarie
dubbed Bungaree ‘Chief of the
Broken Bay Tribe’ and presented
him with 15 acres (61,000m2) of
land on George’s Head as well as a
breastplate inscribed ‘BOONGAREE –
Chief of the Broken Bay Tribe – 1815’.
Bungaree was also known by the titles
‘King of Port Jackson’ and ‘King of the
Blacks’, with his principal wife, Kaaroo
(named Cora Gooseberry by the
British), known as his queen. Kaaroo
was the daughter of Moorooboora
after whom the Sydney suburb of
Maroubra was named.
Bungaree continued his association
with exploratory voyages when he
accompanied Captain Phillip Parker
King to north-western Australia in 1817
in the Mermaid, amongst other things
giving advice on which plants were
safe to eat.
Captain Faddei Bellingshausen
referred to Bungaree’s welcoming
visit to the Russian exploration ship
Vostok in 1820.
Bungaree spent the rest of his life
ceremonially welcoming ships to
Australia and educating people about
Aboriginal culture. He remained
influential within his own community,
taking part in corroborees, trading in
fish and helping to keep the peace.

DEBORAH CHEETHAM AO
YORTA YORTA COMPOSER

In 1828, Bungaree and his clan were
moved to the Governor's Domain, and
were forced to live off rations. At this
time Bungaree was nearing the end
of his life. He died at Garden Island on
24 November 1830 and was buried
in Rose Bay. Obituaries of him were
carried in the Sydney Gazette and
The Australian.
By the end of his life, he had become
a familiar sight in colonial Sydney,
dressed in a succession of military and
naval uniforms that had been given
to him as recognition for his service.
His distinctive outfits and notoriety
within colonial society, as well as his
gift for humour and mimicry, especially
his impressions of past and present
governors, made him a popular
subject for portrait painters, with 18
portraits and half a dozen incidental
appearances in wider landscapes or
groupings of figures. His were among
the first full-length oil portraits to be
painted in the colony, and the first to
be published as a lithograph.
Kaaroo lived on for 24 years after
the death of her husband and was
the subject of many portraits. She
died in 1854 at the age of 75 having
navigated a period of change for her
people many Australians are yet to
fully comprehend.
© Deborah Cheetham

Deborah Cheetham AO, Yorta
Yorta woman, soprano, composer
and educator has been a leader
and pioneer in the Australian
arts landscape for more than
25 years. In the 2014 Queen’s
Birthday Honours List, Cheetham
was appointed as an Officer of
the Order of Australia (AO), for
‘distinguished service to the
performing arts as an opera
singer, composer and artistic
director, to the development
of Indigenous artists, and to
innovation in performance.’
In 2009, Cheetham established
Short Black Opera as a national
not-for-profit opera company
devoted to the development
of Indigenous singers. The
following year she produced the
premiere of her first opera, Pecan
Summer. This landmark work was
Australia’s first Indigenous opera
and has been a vehicle for the
development of a new generation
of Indigenous opera singers.

In 2019, Cheetham established
the One Day in January project
designed to develop and nurture
Indigenous orchestral musicians,
launching Ensemble Dutala in 2021.
She received the Sir Bernard Heinze
Memorial Award for service to music in
Australia and the Merlyn Myer Prize for
Composition, the Melbourne Prize for
Music, and, in 2019, was inducted onto
the Victorian Aboriginal Honour Roll.
www.shortblackopera.org.au
@deborahcheetham
Image: Frank Farrugia

In 2015, Cheetham was inducted
onto the Honour Roll of Women in
Victoria and in April 2018 received
an Honorary Doctorate from the
University of South Australia
for her pioneering work and
achievements in music.
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INSIGHTS

If you ever have the chance to
be in the same room as Deborah
Cheetham AO, you will certainly
remember it. The first time I heard her
speak at length, I had the euphoria
of a preppie listening to their first
teacher combined with the awe of
listening to a great leader: words
of complete sense combined with
intense intelligence.

Truth
in music
DEBORAH CHEETHAM’S BUNGAREE
0

Deborah Cheetham’s Bungaree was commissioned
by the Flinders Quartet in 2020 through the
Australian Music Centre’s Peggy Glanville-Hicks
Commissions initiative. In this article, Flinders Quartet
cellist Zoe Knighton describes the experience of
workshopping the piece with Cheetham.
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When we called ourselves Flinders
Quartet, back in 2000, we were
in our mid-20s and really didn't
think through the name other than,
‘Flinders St Station and Matthew
Flinders—and hey, he was an
explorer. That's pretty cool.’ The
naivety and lack of depth in our
understanding of the various
implications and symbology of that
name makes me cringe now, but
working with someone as generous,
intelligent and supportive as Deborah
helped us realise that the way
forward is to try and understand and
acknowledge the past through the
acquisition of knowledge, and then
find a way of living with the truth in
the future.

This commission came in response to
Deborah’s magnificently moving work
Eumeralla, a war requiem for peace,
a war requiem to those who died in a
massacre south of Port Fairy. Sung in
traditional language and premiered
with the Melbourne Symphony
Orchestra in 2019, it was one of the
most moving performances I have
ever been a part of, one of those
special occasions when realisation
and art converge.
0

“How does a humble
string quartet aim to heal
and find answers?”
How does a humble string quartet
aim to heal and find answers? I'm
often embarrassed by my lack of
knowledge where the colonisation
of Australia is concerned. In
composing Bungaree, named for
Matthew Flinders’ comrade in
his circumnavigation of Australia,
Deborah has educated us and helped
to relieve our sense of paralysis. As
musicians, we always feel incredibly
privileged to be part of a change in
group consciousness about how a
certain topic is viewed.

Having said that, I do believe that the
world also needs more music that is
just, well, beautiful. Glorious sounds
that go together. Bungaree fulfils that
need as well.
0
How does it feel to breathe life into a
piece for the first time? We all feel an
immense responsibility when we play
someone else's music…which is all of
the time! The responsibility is even
greater when that person is sitting
right there, listening.
Music has to live on its own, and
Deborah knows that. From the first
rehearsal, she had us striving to go
beyond p and mp, semiquavers and
demisemiquavers, to listen to how
the music was flowing through us.
As Deborah says, 100 years from
now, when this music is played, future
players will have to find their own way.

As ever, working with a living
composer has informed our approach
to all composers, especially those
with whom we can't converse
anymore, like Beethoven—knowing
which markings to take literally and
then trusting ourselves to let the
music flow through us and guide us.
It's a wonderful thing when musical
conversations with the living lead to
endless musical conversations with
composers past.
Zoe Knighton
This article is adapted from ‘Flinders Quartet
and Deborah Cheetham’s ‘Bungaree’ (Peggy
Glanville-Hicks Commission), published in
the Australian Music Centre’s Resonate
magazine on 27 October 2020 and available at
australianmusiccentre.com.au/resonate.
Published with the kind permission of
Zoe Knighton, Deborah Cheetham AO and
the Australian Music Centre
Image: Pia Johnson

Having the composer's permission
to feel where the music is taking
us, adopting nuanced rhythms and
dynamics, is completely liberating.
As a musician, too much instruction
on the page can be paralysing.
Imagine being an actor, and having
constant directions in the text?
Romeo, (1 sec pause)
Romeo (3 sec pause and slight
intake of breath. Look up to the
sky, then down to the garden.
Count to 5.)
Wherefore art thou Romeo?
For me, that would not bear well for
a convincing performance.
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Yedid
Yitzhak Yedid
(b. 1971)
Lament, In
Memoriam of Ora
Boasson-Horev for
solo viola
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Lament, In Memoriam of Ora
Boasson-Horev is a short,
unaccompanied piece for viola
solo. I revisited the original piece
it was derived from and published
a new composition from it in 2018
in memory of my dear friend who
passed away from cancer the
year before.

After Ora had left us, I amended the
piece that was originally composed
for double bass to suit the viola and
other instruments.

Lament, In Memoriam of Ora
Boasson-Horev is based on the
Fourth Image of my work Reflections
Upon Six Images (2007). I composed
this virtuosic solo with Ora as the
lead player in mind before she was
taken from us much too early.

This composition was an opportunity
for me to memorialise and remember
her, through this unaccompanied,
beautiful composition, Lament.

Ora was an extremely gifted bass
player who performed with great
talent and finesse. She was my best
friend and we performed together for
about 15 years.

© Yitzhak Yedid
Dedicated to Amos Boasson

YITZHAK YEDID
AUSTRALIAN COMPOSER

Yitzhak Yedid (Adj A/Professor,
PhD) is an award-winning composer,
pianist and pedagogue. His folio
of compositions contains over
50 orchestral, chamber, solo and
vocal works.
Yedid was born in Jerusalem and
since 2008 he calls Australia home.
He studied piano and composition in
Jerusalem (Rubin Academy), Boston
(New England Conservatory) and
Melbourne (Monash University). His
compositions explore new forms of
integrating classical Arabic music,
Arabic-influenced Jewish music and
contemporary Western art music.
Yedid is a Sidney Myer Creative
Fellow. His awards include the top
two prizes in Israel for classical
performers and composers: the Prime
Minister’s Prize for Composers (2007)
and the Landau Prize for Performing
Arts (2009). Yedid's music has won
several international awards, most
recently, the prestigious Canadian
Azrieli Music Prize.

Inspired by literature, philosophy,
art and landscapes, Yedid’s
compositions form a narrative of
pictures, textures and colours. His
music incorporates a wide spectrum
of contemporary and ancient styles
and creates a unique integration
between improvisation, Arabic
genres and contemporary Western
classical music. A confluence
between the Maqamat (the Arabic
music modal system), heterophonic
textures of Arabic genres and
compositional approaches of jazz
and contemporary Western classical
music have been created to produce
an original sound.
www.yedidmusic.com
Image: James Goss
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RHYAN CLAPHAM
A.K.A. DOBBY
MURRAWARRI / FILIPINO
COMPOSER
Rhyan Clapham a.k.a. DOBBY is a
rapper, composer, producer and
drummer. He proudly identifies as
a Filipino and Aboriginal musician,
whose family is from Murrawarri
and Ngemba lands (Weilmoringle,
Brewarrina NSW).
He has performed extensively locally
including PARRTJIMA Festival (NT),
BIGSOUND (QLD), OzAsia Festival
(SA) and Sydney Opera House, and
internationally in Germany, UK, USA
and Netherlands, as well as recently
alongside BARKAA for the 2021
New Year’s Eve Fireworks.
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Recently, he composed all the
soundscapes for PARRTJIMA
2021 & 2022 (Alice Springs, NT),
and the music behind Australia’s
first 500-strong drones show
(Elevate Sydney). In June 2022,
DOBBY premiered WARRANGU;
River Story at the Art Gallery of
New South Wales in partnership
with Vivid Sydney, a body of work
created from his Peter Sculthorpe
Fellowship.
In 2020, DOBBY took out best
video for ‘I Can’t Breathe’ at the
FBi SMAC Awards. The unofficial
anthem of Australia’s Bla(c)k Lives
Matter movement, this song is
used throughout Australian schools
alongside curriculum materials to
assist in educating students.
DOBBY is a multi-instrumentalist
increasingly known for bouncing
between piano, drums and drum
pads, with his unique signature
‘drapping’ (simultaneous rapping
and drumming).

Clapham
Rhyan Clapham
a.k.a. DOBBY
MEMORY
HISTORY
POWER
World premiere,
new CSO
commission

History is written only by those
in power, and informs Australia’s
collective memory. Only now are we
able to have conversations of this
nation’s dark history and systemic
racism, yet we still can’t find ourselves
on the same page.
In the lyrics of this piece with the
CSO Chamber Ensemble, I am
resurfacing old journal entries of Cook
and fellow colonists who first invaded,
to ultimately challenge listeners on
the idea of truth. What is truth? Who
can tell it? Who calls it ‘truth’ and
what is collectively understood as
truth? And ultimately, how does truth
form tradition?
© Rhyan Clapham, 2022

He completed a Bachelor of Music
at UNSW and an Indigenous Studies
Honours focusing on Aboriginal Hip
Hop music in 2015. He currently
holds a three-year position as the
Indigenous Convenor at the ANU
Open School of Music.
www.dobbyau.com
@dobbyau

Image: Luke Currie-Richardson
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“Do we perceive ourselves
as guardians or owners of
the natural world?”
KIRSTEN MILENKO (SOLACE)
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6.30pm, Thursday 1 September
National Museum of Australia
0
CSO Chamber Ensemble
Doreen Cumming
Violin
Patrick Suthers
Cello
Kiri Sollis
Flute
Ben Hoadley
Bassoon
Veronica Bailey
Percussion
Edward Neeman
Piano
The Piano Chair is supported by
the Eldon and Anne Foote Trust,
a charitable fund account of Lord
Mayor’s Charitable Foundation

We live on an ancient continent, ever
shaped by powerful and extreme
forces, a place of great biodiversity
and beauty. The vibrancy of
Australian landscapes have inspired
countless works; this program
features Mirage by Michael Sollis,
inspired by the desert, and Eric
Avery’s Mists 1, a moving, personal
perspective on place and healing.

In the wake of extreme weather
events, the land is tenacious in its
regenerative capacity, even (to an
extent) in spite of the destruction
wrought by human hubris. Kirsten
Milenko reflects on these life cycles
in Solace and poses a confronting
question: do we perceive ourselves
as guardians or owners of the
natural world?

The land speaks, if we will only
listen; it resonates with a depth that
transcends human language, drawing
us into a richer understanding of our
shared identity. Too often, we fail to
hear; in Songs of Silent Earth, Natalie
Williams challenges us to confront the
consequences of a disharmonious
relationship to the natural world.

We close with an exciting new
commission from Deborah
Cheetham AO, supported by the
National Museum of Australia.
Image (previous page):
Clique Photography Sydney

0
MICHAEL SOLLIS
Mirage (2012) 10’
NATALIE WILLIAMS
Songs of Silent Earth (2018) 12’
ERIC AVERY
Mists 1 (2021) 1'
KIRSTEN MILENKO
Solace (2020) 10’
Australian premiere
DEBORAH CHEETHAM AO
New National Museum of
Australia commission

CULTURAL PARTNER

The concert will be followed by after-hours access
to the Great Southern Land exhibition, courtesy of
the National Museum of Australia.

Power to party.
Reconnect with the people
who light up your life.
actewagl.com.au
ActewAGL Retail ABN 46 221 314 841

ActewAGL is proud to support
the Canberra Symphony Orchestra.

THE ESSENTIAL INGREDIENT
'A symphony of flavour!'

Gourmet food, high quality cookware,
recipe books and more.
Canberra's only dedicated cheese room.
Our friendly staff are here to assist and
can answer all your cooking questions.
25 Jardine St Kingston - Ph: (02) 6295 7148
@essentialingredientcanberra
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MICHAEL SOLLIS
AUSTRALIAN COMPOSER

Michael Sollis is an interdisciplinary
artist who promotes how the arts
can nurture creative mindsets which
generate new ideas. This has included
his work as founder, composer and
director of the acclaimed Griffyn
Ensemble, and as the very first
Artistic Director, Education for
Musica Viva Australia.
Michael’s approach of enabling
people of all ages and backgrounds
to discover their own unique creative
pathway is integrated into his practice
as a creator. Michael regularly
collaborates with scientists, First
Nations custodians and sporting
communities to create works that
combine ethnographic film with new
music. This includes performance
pieces such as The Milk Carton
Confessions – exploring motives
for why we recycle; One Sky Many
Stories – with Aranda singersongwriter Warren Williams; and
The Dirty Red Digger – capturing
stories of belonging in Rugby
League communities.

As a teaching artist, Michael works
with diverse communities across
the world. This includes 15 years
of teaching early primary school
students; facilitating international
projects in places such as Scottish
prisons, Egyptian schools, and
workshops in Papua New Guinea;
work in urban, rural and remote
schools across Australia; and
lecturing in composition at the
Australian National University.
Michael's passion for music
is matched by his passion for
Rugby League, being a first
grade stalwart for he Gungahlin
Bulls in the Canberra Raiders
Cup, and he continues to work
to promote exchange between
sporting and arts communities.
Michael is also a noted researcher
within the interdisciplinary fields
of anthropology-compositionlinguistics. His work on sung
stories in the Papua New Guinea
highlands has been published by
ANU E-Press and the Australian
Journal of Linguistics.
www.michaelsollis.com
@sollismichael

Image: Keith Saunders

Sollis
It gets hot in Marble Bar in the Pilbara
of Western Australia. Back in 1923, on
the 31st October, the temperature hit
the ‘century’ – 37.8 degrees Celsius,
or 100 degrees Fahrenheit. It did
it again for the next 159 days until
April 7th in 1924 – a world record
heatwave.
The highest temperature during the
spell was 47 and a half on January
18th, 1924. Back in 1905 it had been
hotter with 49.2 on the 11th January.
They had 49.2 on the 3rd January in
1922 as well.

Michael Sollis
(b. 1985)
Mirage

Mardie, also in Western Australia
reached 50.5 in February 1998.
Oodnadatta in South Australia was
50.7 in January 1960. That's our
hottest ever.
On average, Marble Bar experiences
154 days above 37.8°C each year.
In Queensland, Longreach can get
hot too but warming with climate
change is expected to be strong
there. Currently they average
17 days each year of 40 degrees
or more. They expect 54 by 2030
and by 2070, 155 days each year
over 40 degrees. 155 days of
shimmering relentless heat. Imagine
yourself, trapped, chasing mirages,
shimmering in the distance.

Mirage was commissioned by the
Canberra International Music Festival
in 2012 for a concert celebrating the
works of Manning Clark, performed
by Kiri Sollis and Michael Askill. It
featured in The Griffyn Ensemble’s
Cloudy With A Chance of Rain, with
the above introduction from former
weatherman and geomorphologist
Rob Gell. Mirage involves both
musicians seemingly chasing
each other – both musically, and
physically – inspired by imagery
from the Australian desert.
© Michael Sollis
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Williams
Natalie Williams
(b. 1977)
Songs for
Silent Earth
Aubade
Serenade

NATALIE WILLIAMS
AUSTRALIAN COMPOSER
Natalie Williams is a composer,
academic and artistic manager.
Her music has been commissioned
and performed in Australia,
the United States and Europe.
Commissions include multiple
works for orchestra, opera, chamber
ensembles, multimedia, vocal
ensembles and soloists.
A performing arts leader, she
worked as a University Dean
in the United States and has
held faculty positions in music
theory and composition at the
University of Georgia and the
Australian National University.
Research interests include music
theory pedagogy and post-tonal
composition.
Natalie holds a Graduate Certificate
in Management from the Australian
National University and a Doctoral
degree from Indiana University’s
Jacobs School of Music.
www.natworksmusic.com
Image: Megagraphics Photography
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Nocturne

Songs for Silent Earth is a suite
for piano trio, commissioned for
The Muses Trio for performance in
Byron Bay on International Women's
Day, 2018.
The piece was commissioned as a
work that could celebrate the natural
beauty of the Byron Bay area, on
Australia's east coast, alongside a
celebration of the voices of women.
This suite reflects upon three female
figures and interprets their voices
musically in a series of ‘songs for the
hours,’ musical pieces intended for the
passage of the day.
The works are also connected to
the Muses Trio project ‘Seen but not
Her,’ considering influential women
from history.
© Natalie Williams

Eric Avery Mumbulla – Kabi
Marrawuy Mumbulla – is Ngiyampaa,
Gumbangirr, Bandjalang and
Yuin descending from Jack
Biamanga Mumbulla.

ERIC AVERY
AUSTRALIAN COMPOSER

Eric is an interdisciplinary musician
and dance artist whose work has
encompassed many styles and forms,
with a focus on music for Indigenous
contemporary dance. Eric learnt
classical music by ear, beginning the
piano at age seven and the violin
at age 11. He went on to study at
Newton High School of the Performing
Arts and NAISDA Dance College
before commencing an independent
dance career.

Bow and Arrow, Lorna Munro,
The Banyan Crew and well as large
ensembles such as the Melbourne
Symphony Orchestra, the Darwin
Symphony Orchestra (Second Violin),
the Alice Springs World Orchestra,
the Camerata Chamber Orchestra,
the Southern Cross Soloists, the
Black Arm Band, Orchestra Victoria,
The Australian Ballet, Marrugeku,
NAISDA and Shopfront Theatre for
Young People.
Eric has received the Smugglers of
Light Award, founded by Jan and Nigel
Westlake, and was a recipient of the
2021 Sidney Myer Creative Fellowship.
@eric_avery_marrawuy

Eric has worked with prominent
soloists and ensembles including
Tina Arena, Ensemble Offspring,

Avery
Eric Avery
Mists 1

Eric Avery is a creative polymath: a
Ngiyampaa, Gumbangirr, Bandjalang
and Yuin artist, trained in classical
violin, composition and dance.
Avery’s work traverses the natural
and the man-made, bringing together
ancient tradition and language
with contemporary technology and
production techniques.
Scored for violin, bassoon and piano,
Mists 1 was commissioned by The
Australian Ballet for NAIDOC Week.
True to name, this lyrical, evocative
work is characterised by shimmering,
translucent textures. Composed
in two parts, Mists 1 opens with a
contemplative stillness that gives way
to a mesmeric forward momentum.
© Jessica Cottis, 2022
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Milenko
Kirsten Milenko
(b. 1993)
Solace
Australian
premiere

0

‘The poets leave
hell and again
behold the stars’
DANTE
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Solace considers the accelerated
regenerative processes that follow
extreme levels of fire and natural
disaster. The material functions
in orbits, presenting the multidimensional process of regeneration
that is one of both life and death,
beginning and end. The first section
details flames growing from ember to
fire, and the second a slow process
of ashfall.
The natural world was previously
seen as a place of sanctitude and
peace. Today, we experience a very
different reality of our relationship
with nature, often viewing the
pre- and early industrial eras with a
sense of nostalgia. Today, there is
a growing and expanding sense of
apathy blooming globally as many
environments are exploited, or
forgotten, and eventually lost.

The ongoing and regenerative
processes of nature became a
paramount point of focus during the
wildfires in Australia in 2019–2020.
As flame decays, a new cycle begins.
The way in which we perceive multiple
life cycles of environments in the
same physical space is informed
by the perspective we carry of the
environment we find ourselves in.
Solace asks the listener to meet the
environment in a state of distress
and destruction and asks the deeper
question: do we perceive ourselves
as guardians or owners of the
natural world?
© Kirsten Milenko

KIRSTEN MILENKO
AUSTRALIAN COMPOSER
Kirsten Milenko is an Australian
composer and conductor based in
Paris. Her music creates acoustic and
electronic settings of an immersive
and beautifully strange nature
grounded on spectral practices. She
is represented with the Australian
Music Centre as an Associate
Artist, and a member of the Danish
Composer’s Society.
Her work has received international
premieres by ensembles and
orchestras such as Lucerne Festival
Contemporary Orchestra, Ensemble
MusikFabrik, Athelas Sinfonietta
Copenhagen, Danish National Vocal
Ensemble and Esbjerg Ensemble.
In 2019, Milenko was awarded
the Roche Young Commission by
Artistic Director of Lucerne Festival,
Wolfgang Rihm. In 2020, her debut
opera/dance-theatre work Dalloway
premiered at Pulsar Festival. She
was a participant of the 2020–21
Words and Music Workshop with
the Opéra Orchestre National de

Montpellier, led by Ted Huffman and
Sivan Eldar. She has also worked as
an arranger on projects including a
series of orchestrations of works by
SØS Gunver Ryberg for the Aarhus
Symphony Orchestra.
Milenko studied composition at the
Royal Danish Academy of Music
and Sydney Conservatorium of
Music, where she received the 2016
Ignaz Friedman Memorial Prize for
excellence in composition. She
studied contemporary repertoire
conducting at the Conservatorio della
Svizzera italiana and completed the
Sorrell Conductors Program at the
Royal Academy of Music with Sian
Edwards in 2022. In October 2022,
she will begin the Cursus Program
at IRCAM.
www.kirstenmilenko.com
@kirstenmilenko
Image: Clique Photography Sydney
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Llewellyn Three
0

War and
Peace
14 / 15 SEPTEMBER 2022

“With the Eroica the symphony
as a genre ceased to be a diversion, it
demanded serious attention…capable
of expressing ideals, of speaking for
as well as to humanity.”
YVONNE FRINDLE (BEETHOVEN'S EROICA SYMPHONY)
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7.30pm, Wednesday 14 /
Thursday 15 September
Llewellyn Hall,
ANU School of Music
0
Sam Weller
Conductor
Kristian Chong
Piano
Canberra Symphony Orchestra
0
RICHARD STRAUSS
Metamorphosen (1945) 25’
MALCOLM WILLIAMSON AO, CBE
Piano Concerto No. 2 (1960) 17’
LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN
Symphony No. 3 in E-flat major,
op. 55 ‘Eroica’ (1803–1804) 45’

Richard Strauss conceived his
Metamorphosen as a threnody for
Germany’s musical culture in the
wake of the Second World War.
Twenty-three string soloists voice
distinct lamentations that culminate
in a tour de force of orchestral
desolation. And yet, the title –
borrowed from the poet Johann
Wolfgang von Goethe – holds a small
seed of hope for rebirth or renewal.
The final bars of Metamorphosen
quote from an earlier funeral march,
from Ludwig van Beethoven’s ‘Eroica’
Symphony. Originally dedicated to
Napoleon Bonaparte, Beethoven
famously struck the inscription from
the score and offered it instead
‘to the memory of a great man’:
a greatness tarnished by hubris.

PRESENTED BY

GOLD PARTNER

Great depths of idealism and
disillusionment are held in the
harmonic climax, as the music climbs
to an astonishingly high point of
tension. Beethoven had hoped that
Napoleon would inspire a humanist,
egalitarian Europe; with a powerful
and startlingly original dissonance
based on F major, the composer
issues his own call to revolution,
condemning greed, oppression and
the lust for power.
These works of raw intensity find a
peaceful counterpoint in Malcolm
Williamson’s Second Piano Concerto.
Composed over just eight days in
1960, Williamson described the piece
as ‘an overtly Australian work aiming
at spontaneity and vigour rather
than profundity.’ Joyful, tuneful and
exuberant, the concerto reflects the
composer’s eclectic influences, from
Igor Stravinsky and Béla Bartók to
George Gershwin and Edward Elgar.
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VIOLINS
Kirsten Williams*
Concertmaster
Sponsored by Glen &
Lucille Halloran
Doreen Cumming*
Pip Thompson
Lauren Davis
Claire Phillips
Tim Wickham
Dan Russell
Michelle Higgs
Doug Macnicol
Madeleine Retter
Jenny Higgs
Helena Popovic
Jack Chenoweth
Lucy Macourt
Erin Patrick
VIOLA
Tor Frømyhr*
Concertmaster Emeritus
Lucy Carrigy-Ryan
Sponsored by
OPF Consulting
Caroline Suthers
Freyja Meany
CELLO
Patrick Suthers*
Samuel Payne
Ruben Palmer
Timmothy Oborne
James Monro

KIRSTEN WILLIAMS
CONCERTMASTER

DOUBLE BASS
Max McBride*
Kyle Ramsay-Daniel
David Flynn
Sponsored by
Ingrid Mitchell
FLUTE
Kiri Sollis*
Rebecca Timoney
Sponsored by Jane Batts
OBOE
Megan Pampling*
Julie Igglesden
CLARINET
Alan Vivian*
Rachel Best Allen
BASSOON
Ben Hoadley*
Kristen Sutcliffe
FRENCH HORN
Dianna Gaetjens*
The Principal French Horn
chair is sponsored by
Professor Brian Schmidt &
Doctor Jenny Gordon
Philip Wilson
Victoria Chatterley
TRUMPET
Justin Lingard*
Greg Stenning
TIMPANI
Timothy Brigden*

One of Australia’s leading violinists, Kirsten Williams
has performed widely as a soloist, recitalist and
chamber musician, in concert and on ABC radio.
In 2019, she was appointed Concertmaster of the
Canberra Symphony Orchestra. In 2021, she led
the Australian National University’s Women in
Music program.
Kirsten studied with Alice Waten at the Sydney
Conservatorium and with Igor Ozim in Switzerland.
She then joined the Royal Opera House Orchestra at
Covent Garden and the Academy of St Martin in the
Fields, touring and recording widely. On returning to
Australia, Kirsten was appointed Associate Leader
of the Australian Chamber Orchestra. She has also
appeared as guest Concertmaster of the Australian
Opera and Ballet Orchestra, the Sydney Philharmonia
and the Queensland Symphony Orchestra. From
2000–2019, Kirsten was Associate Concertmaster
with the Sydney Symphony Orchestra.
A dedicated teacher, Kirsten has worked with the
Sydney and Australian youth orchestras. In 2022,
she has a central role in the CSO’s Kingsland Program
for emerging artists, leading both the Canberra
Symphony Youth Chamber Orchestra for advanced
players aged 14 to 19, and the Kingsland Collective
for tertiary and postgraduate musicians.
Kirsten has a passion for music for healing: she has
recorded two CDs for the Australian Bush Flower
Essences and, in 2014, was named Volunteer of
the Year for her work playing in the Intensive Care
Unit at Westmead Children’s Hospital. That same year,
she became patron of the Goulburn Strings Project,
designed to bring music education to children in
low-socioeconomic, regional contexts.

* Principal
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SAM WELLER
GUEST CONDUCTOR

Sam Weller is a conductor based
across Sydney and Amsterdam.
In 2022, Sam graduated from
the prestigious National Masters
in Orchestral Conducting in The
Netherlands, where he studied
with Ed Spanjaard, Jac Van Steen,
Kenneth Montgomery OBE and
Antony Hermus and conducted many
of The Netherlands’ professional
orchestras including The Netherlands
Philharmonic, Noord Nederlands
Orkest and Residentie Orkest
(The Hague Philharmonic) and
served as an assistant conductor
for the Dutch National Ballet and Irish
National Opera. Since graduating,
Sam has made professional debuts
with the Noord Nederlands Orkest
and The Radio Filharmonisch Orkest
and will make his Dutch operatic
debut in 2023.
In 2016, Sam founded Ensemble
Apex, hailed as ‘one of the most
exciting new ensembles on the
Sydney scene’ (Limelight). Apex
creates exceptional orchestral

music moments for newcomers
and seasoned concertgoers alike;
the ensemble has presented
sold-out seasons since 2016.
Highlights include Bela Bartok’s
Miraculous Mandarin at Sydney
Town Hall, Rhapsody in Blue with
Simon Tedeschi and Strauss’ Eine
Alpensinfonie. This year, Apex
presents a new production of
Verdi’s Messa da Requiem.
In Australia, Sam has worked with
Sydney Philharmonia Choirs, Sydney
Youth Orchestras and the Tasmanian
Symphony Orchestra and makes
debuts in 2022 with the Canberra and
Willoughby symphony orchestras.
Sam graduated from the Sydney
Conservatorium of Music in 2019
with a Bachelor of Music Performance,
majoring in saxophone; he has
toured internationally with Luxum
Saxophone Quartet.
samwellerconductor.com
@sam_weller9
Image: Keith Saunders
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Strauss
Richard Strauss
(1864–1949)
Metamorphosen,
for 23 solo strings

0

“Each of these players
is given individual
responsibility…
The texture is almost
self-defeatingly
complex, and every
line is significant.”

/52

In October 1943 the National Theatre
in Munich was destroyed in an air
raid. This was the opera house
where Strauss had conducted, more
than anywhere else, his own operas
and those of other composers,
including Wagner, whose own Tristan
und Isolde and Die Meistersinger
premiered in this theatre; Strauss’
father had for years played first horn
in its orchestra – no wonder the
octogenarian composer regarded
its destruction as the greatest
catastrophe of his life. He jotted down
a few bars of sketch under the title
‘Mourning for Munich’. In February
1945 Dresden was destroyed, and in
March the Vienna State Opera – the
symbols of the old German culture
which had nurtured Strauss and his
music were disappearing in the fiery
twilight of the Third Reich. Between
13 March and 12 April 1945, Richard
Strauss composed the work which
is the weightiest of his remarkable
Indian summer (which had already
given birth to the Second Horn
Concerto, and was to include the
Oboe Concerto and the Four Last
Songs). It was a piece of expanded
chamber music, described by its
subtitle: ‘A Study for 23 Solo Strings’.

There are 10 violins, five each of
violas and cellos, and three double
basses. Each of these players is given
individual responsibility, and all but
the last player of violas, cellos, and
basses have moments of solo work.
The texture is almost self-defeatingly
complex, and every line is significant.
In a sense Strauss, 45 years
after Schoenberg composed his
Transfigured Night, for string sextet,
similarly expands the chamber music
medium into a kind of symphonic
poem, bearing a great weight of
emotion, with intensity heightened
by allocating that weight to the many
single strands of a complex texture.
Both works are based on continuous
development of themes, but, as
Norman del Mar demonstrates in his
study of Strauss, the ‘metamorphoses’
of the title refer not to the Lisztian
principle of thematic transformation,
but to Goethe’s use of the term in his
old age, where the metamorphoses
are developments of Goethe’s
own mind in works (such as Faust)
conceived over a great period of
time, and the parallel processes in
nature. Clearly Strauss, who had
set himself in old age the task of
reading Goethe’s works from cover
to cover, found Goethe’s experience
illuminating of his own.

In the main theme of Metamorphosen
Strauss hit unintentionally on a
reminiscence of the Funeral March
from Beethoven’s Eroica Symphony.
He claimed it had ‘escaped from
his pen’ as he was working on the
‘Mourning for Munich’ sketch, and
was only gradually recognised. In the
very last bars of Metamorphosen the
whole Beethoven theme is quoted
by the cellos and basses, and at
this point the words IN MEMORIAM
are written in the score. The central
section of the work is a free fantasia
in which little by little the pace of
this extended slow movement is
stepped up, and it becomes more
fluid. Norman del Mar marvels at ‘the
endless range and resourcefulness of
invention maintained without any of

the props of classical form and within
a single element of expression as well
as of instrumental texture.’
There is a shortened reprise of the
opening material, and a long coda,
a kind of threnody. The unswerving
feeling is tragic, but without selfpity; not just a mourning for the
passing of German culture, but an
expression of the death agony of
late Romanticism. In this context the
apparent references to the style if
not to actual phrases from Wagner’s
Tristan und Isolde is apt: this was the
seminal work of the late Romantic
style, and its first performance was in
the Munich National Theatre.
Metamorphosen is an extraordinary,
indeed unparalleled piece, one

whose form and emotional content
compels a search for deep meanings.
Yet the stimulus to compose in this
form, as so often for the supremely
craftsmanlike Strauss, was a practical
one. Paul Sacher, the conductor of
the Zürich Collegium Musicum, had
been pressing Strauss for some
time to accept a commission for his
string chamber orchestra. In mid1944 Strauss accepted, and the first
sketches date from September. On
25 January 1946 Sacher conducted
the first performance in Zürich,
supervised by Strauss.
© David Garrett, 2003
Reprinted with the permission of
Symphony Services Australia

SLOW
DOWN

LOOK UP

BREATHE IN
This year’s Canberra Symphony
Orchestra program celebrates
big thinking and broad horizons.
MinterEllison is delighted to
partner with the CSO to bring
the program to life, for visionaries
here and everywhere.
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KRISTIAN CHONG
PIANO

One of Australia's leading pianists,
Kristian Chong has performed
throughout Australia and the UK,
and in China, France, New Zealand,
Singapore, Hong Kong, Taiwan,
the USA and Zimbabwe. His wideranging performance schedule finds
him equally at home as concerto soloist,
chamber musician and recitalist.
As soloist, Kristian has appeared with
the Adelaide, Melbourne, Queensland,
Sydney and Tasmanian symphony
orchestras, and orchestras in the UK,
New Zealand and China, with recent
highlights including Ravel’s Left-Hand
Concerto with the Dunedin Symphony
Orchestra, and Saint-Saëns’ Second and
Rachmaninoff's Paganini Rhapsody with
the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra.
As a chamber musician, Kristian is
highly sought after with collaborations
including the Tinalley and Australian
String Quartets; cellists Timo-Veikko
Valve and Li-Wei Qin; violinists Sophie
Rowell, Satu Vänskä, Dale Barltrop,
Daniel Dodds and Vadim Gluzman;
flautist Megan Sterling; and baritone
Teddy Tahu Rhodes, with whom he has
recorded with ABC Classics. His festival
appearances include the Australian
Festival of Chamber Music and the
Adelaide, Huntington Estate, Mimir and
Bangalow Festivals.
Kristian studied at the Royal Academy of
Music with Piers Lane and Christopher
Elton, and with Stephen McIntyre at the
University of Melbourne, where Kristian
teaches piano and chamber music.
www.kristianchong.com
@kristianchong
Image: John Tsiavis
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SIDNEY NOLAN
Search for
Paradise
Sat 9 July – Sat 22 October 2022
Featuring several iconic Nolan
artworks, ‘Sidney Nolan: Search for
Paradise’ surveys Nolan’s career from
a fresh perspective, and pays tribute
to this central figure in the history
of the Heide Museum of Modern
Art and the lives of its founders,
John and Sunday Reed.
For Nolan, Heide was a garden
of Eden, that he later saw as a
season in hell, where his life-long
fascination with the elusive notion
of paradise and the consequences
of its loss began. From his nostalgia
for St Kilda, his childhood heaven,
to his explorations of the Australian
landscape and restless travels abroad,
‘Sidney Nolan: Search for Paradise’
examines one of the artist’s deepest
impulses and the journey of
self-discovery it engendered.

Sidney Nolan, Arabian Tree 1943
enamel on plywood, 91.8 x 61 cm
Heide Museum of Modern Art, Melbourne. Bequest of John and Sunday Reed 1982
© The Trustees of the Sidney Nolan Trust/DACS. Licensed by Copyright Agency

Mon to Sat: 10am – 5pm | w: cmag.com.au
p: 6207 3968 | Civic Square, Canberra City
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AUSTRALIAN COMPOSER
0

Williamson
Malcolm
Williamson
(1931–2003)
Piano Concerto
No.2 in F-sharp
minor
Allegro con brio
Andante lento
Allegro con spirito

The piano swaggers into the opening
of Malcolm Williamson’s Second
Piano Concerto, flanked by pizzicato
strings, in a boisterous entrance that
soon gives way to a lilting, dancelike melody.
Born in Sydney, Williamson spent
most of his career in London – where
he would become the youngest ever
composer to be named Master of
the Queen’s Music in 1975 – but he
always considered himself Australian.
His music, he’s often quoted as
saying, was inspired not by ‘the bush
or the deserts, but the brashness of
the cities. The sort of brashness that
makes Australians go through life
pushing doors marked pull.’
Williamson studied piano, violin
and French horn at the New South
Wales State Conservatorium, before
taking composition lessons from
the Conservatorium’s then director,
conductor Eugene Goossens. He
visited London in 1950 and moved
there permanently in 1953, studying
with composers Elisabeth Lutyens
and Erwin Stein.
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Williamson’s jobs in the 1950s
included piano teacher, proofreader,
church organist and nightclub
pianist – the latter experience
certainly colouring this concerto for
piano and string orchestra, which
he wrote in just eight days in 1960
for a competition sponsored by the
University of Western Australia.
He won £500 and the work was
premiered in 1962 by the University
of Western Australia String Orchestra
under the baton of Frank Callaway,
with pianist Michael Brimer as the
soloist. Williamson’s career was
very much on the upswing – his first
full-scale opera, Our Man in Havana,
premiered the following year and he
soon gained a reputation as ‘the most
commissioned composer in Britain.’
Williamson embraced eclectic styles
in his music – a critic described him as
a ‘chameleon’ in 1965, not intending
it as a compliment – and was inspired
by composers from Béla Bartók
and Olivier Messiaen to George
Gershwin and Leonard Bernstein.
There is a shadow of Shostakovich
in the exquisite unspooling of this
concerto’s slow movement, before
Williamson moves into more lyrical,
hymn-like territory.

Williamson dedicated the concerto to
Elaine Goldberg, a pianist and cousin
of his wife Dolly, and listeners have
heard in this movement a conscious
nod to her Jewish heritage. Williamson
cast some doubt on this, however,
writing that the movement ‘has been
called by the Israelis very Israeli in
flavour and by the Italians, very Italian.’
In the movement’s most intimate
moments the piano is almost fragile,
glistening alone as the orchestra
falls silent.

Brashness and swagger return with
the carnival atmosphere of the finale.
A gentler melody in the strings, as
musicologist Carolyn Philpott points
out, quotes the French horn theme
from the finale of Stravinsky’s ballet
The Firebird: ‘a particularly apt
borrowing given that the concerto was
composed exactly 50 years after the
ballet was written and premiered.’ But
there is also plenty of humour. ‘It is a
parody of myself,’ Williamson wrote
of this concerto, calling it ‘an overtly
Australian work aiming at spontaneity
and vigour rather than profundity.’

Cheers greeted the premiere of the
Second Piano Concerto in Perth
and you’ll hear why. It’s one of the
most joyful and exuberant works of
a composer who knew very well not
only how to push doors marked pull,
but also how to put on a show.
© Angus McPherson, 2022
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Beethoven
Ludwig van
Beethoven
(1770–1827)
Symphony No. 3
in E-flat, Op.55,
Eroica
Allegro con brio
Marcia funebre
(Adagio assai)
Scherzo
(Allegro vivace)
Finale
(Allegro molto)

It can be misleading to read too much
of the personal circumstances of a
composer into the character of his
music. (Does Beethoven’s Second
Symphony convey the feelings of
a man struggling with encroaching
deafness and despair?) Even so, it is
a characteristic of the ‘heroic’ works
of Beethoven’s middle period that
they contain more than a little of
Beethoven the man, or at least our
conception of Beethoven as hero.
From that viewpoint, who can the
hero of the Eroica Symphony be but
the composer himself?
At face value Beethoven was
an unlikely hero – unattractive,
quarrelsome and uncompromising
– but he was embraced by the
Viennese aristocracy who recognised
his musical genius. Beethoven’s
various patrons encouraged him to
disregard the more conservative
criticism he encountered and to foster
the novel character and technical
difficulties of his music. This he had
done to varying degrees and, on the
whole, he had been well-received
even in his more eccentric moments.
But the Eroica Symphony of 1803
represented a rapid development in
style and a serious challenge.
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The dedicatee of the Eroica,
Prince Lobkowitz, actually purchased
the rights to the symphony for his
own use prior to publication and
presented several performances
before its public premiere on 7 April
1805. Even then, reception was
polarised – on the one hand were
listeners who judged the symphony
a masterpiece and considered
those it didn’t please insufficiently
cultivated, on the other listeners who
heard only a wilful and unnecessary
departure from the style that had
pleased them so much in the first
two symphonies.
With the Eroica the symphony as
a genre ceased to be a diversion,
it demanded serious attention of its
listeners and became the focal point
of the concert program. No longer
was its motivation entirely musical,
or even representational, despite the
title. The extra-musical association
was not entirely new, but the
subjective outlook of the work was.
The symphony was now considered
capable of expressing ideals, of
speaking for as well as to humanity.

In this alone the Eroica was critical in
the history of the symphony, matched
in impact only by Beethoven’s Ninth.
In purely musical terms it was equally
revolutionary. It was ‘purposely
written much longer than is usual’
and is twice as long as any of the
symphonies composed by Haydn
or Mozart. It expands the classical
forms to monumental proportions,
filling them with an abundance of
thematic ideas and subjecting them
to an unprecedented complexity and
density of working out.

This was the first of Beethoven’s
symphonies to carry an extra-musical
association and an evocative title,
‘Sinfonia eroica’. The inspiration was
Napoleon’s expedition to Egypt, and
Beethoven saw in the First Consul
of the Republic an apostle of new
ideas and perhaps a little of his own
uncompromising will.
But when Beethoven heard that
Napoleon had crowned himself
Emperor the words ‘intitolato
Bonaparte’ were scratched out and
replaced by ‘Heroic Symphony,
composed to celebrate the memory
of a great man’.

With this gesture the symphony
was freed from any risk of petty
pictorialism, in much the same way
that the symphony itself ‘freed
music’. The conflicts of the symphony
became idealised; the Funeral March,
supposedly prompted by the rumour
of Nelson’s death in the Battle of
Aboukir, grew in significance, ‘too
big to lead to the tomb of a single
man’. The hero is not Napoleon –
he had shown himself to be ‘nothing
but an ordinary man’ – or any other
individual, and no identifiable nations
are party to the struggle (that must
wait for Napoleon’s downfall in
Wellington’s Victory).
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LLEWELLYN
THREE:
WAR AND PEACE

LISTENING GUIDE
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“With the Eroica the
symphony as a genre
ceased to be a diversion,
it demanded serious
attention of its listeners
and became the focal
point of the concert
program.”

In one sense the Eroica’s battles
are entirely musical and music is the
hero. When asked what the Eroica
‘meant’ Beethoven went to the piano
and played, by way of an answer, the
first eight notes of the symphony’s
main theme. It is a simple motif,
outlining the key of the symphony by
tracing the notes of an E flat major
chord, and Beethoven introduces it
not with his customary disorienting
introduction but with two authoritative
thunderclaps from the orchestra. This
apparently meagre material is all the
more powerful for its directness and
Beethoven develops it into a vast but
detailed movement.

The Finale is based on a
passacaglia-like theme from
Beethoven’s ballet The Creatures
of Prometheus (1801) and the
connection with another hero
cannot be accidental. The
theme had turned up again in a
set of contredanses and, more
significantly, is the theme of the
Piano Variations Op.35, completed
in 1802. The theme is simple and
impulsive, as befits its terpsichorean
origins, but in this final, symphonic
embodiment Beethoven transforms
it into a hymn to the generous
sentiments of the Revolution:
freedom and equality.

The second movement, a funeral
march, draws on the rhetoric of the
revolutionary music and seemed
to speak most directly to the first
audiences. One contemporary
reviewer declared it a triumph of
invention and design of which only
a true genius was capable.

The early reviews of the Eroica
emphasised its unity of structure
and material, a marked shift from
the prevailing assessment of
Beethoven’s music as fantastic,
wild and unconstrained. It has been
suggested that the Prometheus
theme was also the primary source
for the material of the other three
movements, demonstrating how
quickly Beethoven had shifted the
focus and weight of his symphonic
thinking from the first movement to
the last. This shift was inevitable in a
composer for whom beauty, purpose
and truth could only be won through
a struggle, and whose music is an
expression of human experience.

Following this expression of
intense grief, the third movement is
blessedly playful and humorous, a
Scherzo by name as well as by nature.
For the first time the contrasting
trio section – with its connotations
of the hunt – is integrated into the
movement. The monumental scale of
the symphony demands an adaptation
of Classical forms and suddenly a
simple pair of alternating dances is
insufficient to the weight of material
and expression.
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The CSO also
gratefully
acknowledges
donations from
Contributing
Members.

The CSO greatly values its community
of generous donors and supporters.
Every donation, large or small, makes
a tangible difference to the artistic and
community impact of the orchestra.
Donations are acknowledged in
rest magazine for a period of twelve
months. The list is updated for each
edition (four time a year) and is correct
at the time of printing.
Every effort has been made to
ensure donors are acknowledged
correctly – if you notice an error
or omission, please contact us via
philanthropy@cso.org.au
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